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~~ ~ ___ :Introduc tion. 

In Andersson [1] we introduced the general canonical hypothesis and proved 

Ithat all hypotheses defined by symmetries were general canonical. In thi~ 

:paper we shall show that every general canonical hypothesis (with mean-value 
I 

'0) can be defined by symmetries. We suppose that the reader is familiar with 

:[ 1] . 

~. Notation. 

R is the real field. 

C is the complex field. 

K is the quaternion field. 

p ~s a field isomorphic with R, C or K. 

A left [right] D-space means a left [right] vectorspace over D with finit~ 

~imension. 

" ~et E be a left [right] D-space. EO ~s the deduced R-space. 

PD(E) is the semivectorspace over R+ of right [left] positive symmetrical: 

~esquilinear definite functionals on E. If D ~ R, we set Pi(E) = P(E). 

p.d.s.f. (p.d.f.) is an abbreviation of positive definite symmetrical 

~esquilinear functional (positive definite form). [1], § 3. 

GL(E) is the locally compact group of bijective D-linear mapp~ngs from 

E to E. lE is the neutral _lement in GL(E). 

i 
If f ~s a D-linear mapp~ng, fO denotls the R-linear mapping deduced from f. 

For B E PD(E), O(B) denotes the orthogonal group with respect to B. 



-~(B) is a maximal compact subgroup in GL(E). BO = Re(B) is a p.d.f. on EO' 

:For definition and properties of the real tensorproduct of two p.d.s.f. 

isee [1] § 12. 

2. Reflexive subsemivectorspaces i:E:- P (E) . 

2.1. Let E be an R-space. For ~ ( ~(E) we define 

O(~) {f E GL(E) IV B E ~,V x,y E E:B(f(x),f(y» = B(x,y)}. 

Note that 

o(~) n O(B). 
B E ~ 

r(~) is a compact group. 

O(P(E» 

ER}) 
+ 

l(B), B E P(E). 

4.2. For S ~ GL(E) a relatively compact subgroup we define 

peS) {B E P(E) IV f E ~,Vx,y E E:B(f(x),f(y» B(x,y)}. 
, 
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_ Note that 

peS) is a subsemivectorspace ~n P(E). 

P(E) . 

2.3. Definition: A subset L c P(E) ~s reflexive if p(o( L» = L. 
,l" -

~ .,. 
A relatively compact subgroup S c GL(E) is reflexive if J(p(S» S. 

2.4. Reflexive subsets ~n P(E) are subsemivectorspaces. Reflexive subgr?ups 

~n GL(E) are compact. 

{lE' - lE} and P(E) are both reflexive. O(B) and {ABIA 

reflexive for B E P(E). 

ER} are both 
+ 

2.5. Proposition: Let L:: P(E) and let S be a relatively compact subgroup 

'in GL(E). Then O(L) and peS) are both reflexive. 

!Proof: Trivial. 

2.6. Proposition: Let E be a left [right] D-space and let B E PD(E). Then 

O(B)O is a compact irreducible subgroup of O(BO) of type D in EO' 

P(O(BO» and O(B)O is a maximal element in the class of rela-

tively compact subgroups of GL(EO) of type D. 

-:Proof: Suppose that 0 (B) 0 ~s reduciible and D ~ K. Let F c EO be a non-



trivial R-subspace invariant under O(B)O' If 1,i,j, and k is a natural 

basis for K, we have EO = F (&RiF Ei:lRjF EtiiikF, since O(B) is irreducible 

in E. From this it follows that we can choose a K-basis, (R~basis for F)! 
, 

such that O(B)O can be described by real matrices in E. This is impossible, 

and we therefore have O(B)O irreducible in EO' Since the elements in O(B)O 

are K-1inear, O(B)O is of type K. The case D ~ C is analogous and D ~ R 

lS trivial P(O(B)O) P(O(BO» follows from [1] prop. 13.6. Let O(B)O ~ 

01 s GL(EO), where 01 lS a relatively compact subgroup (trivially irre

ducible) of type D. Then the elements In 01 are also D-1inear. The set 

of p.d.s.f. on E invariant under 01 is a non-empty subsemivectorspace of: 

--; the semivectorspace {ABIA. E R) . Therefore 01 = O(B). 

/ i 

2.7. Let El' E2 be R-spaces. For L1 ~ P(E1), L2 ~ P(E2), Sl' S2 re1ativ~ly 

compact subgroups in GL(E1) and GL(E2) respectively. We define 

We have 

(*) 

(**). , 
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2.B. Proposition: If ~l' ~2(SI,S2) are reflexive, then (*) «**») are 

equalities. 

Proof: Trivial. 

2.9. Proposition: Let H be a right, F a left D-space. For B E PD(F) we 

define 

('J 

It follows that PD(H) ®DB ~s reflexive and 

~ 
IH ~O(B), if dinn (H) > 2. 

== 

'" O(PD(H) ®DB) 

L O(BO)' if dinn(H) 1. 

... 
Proof: The last equation is trivial. Since P(IH ®DO(B»=PD(H) ~B, 

([1], prop. 13.9) PD(H) ®DB is reflexive after 2.5. O(PD(H) ®DB) must b~ 

of the form IH ~DO (dinnH > 2), where 00 is irreducible and of type D 
I ,.., , f"'oJ 

([1] prop. l3. and 2.5). Since IH@DO(B)::O;PD~H)®DB) and O(B)O is maxi: 

mal (2.6) the first equation follows. 

, 2.10. Theorem: Let E be an R-space and ~ = P (E). Then ~ ~s reflexive if 

and only if there exist (unique) decompositions of E and S of the follo~ing 

• form: 

~ = ~ (PD :(H.) ~D B.), 
~ E I i' ~ i ~ 
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where D. ~ R,e or K, H. ~s a right, F. a left D.-space and B. a right 
~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 

p.d.s.f. on F .• 
~ 

.. 
In that case O(L) can be obtained from 2.8 and 2.9. 

Proof: Follows 2.8, 2.9, and [1], prop. 13.10. 

3. The general canonical hypothesis. 

3.1. Theorem 2.10 shows that a hypothesis in the variance in a multi~ 

dimensional normal distribution with mean-value 0 given by a subset 

L ~ P(E·) (see ~l] § 8) is reflexive if and only if the hypothesis is 

general canonical. 

In that case the hypothesis can be given by a (group) symmetry. 

Let m (B. ~D PD (H~» c P(E*) ([1], § 8) be a general canonical hypo~ 
i E I ~ i i ~ ~ 

thesis. It is natural to choose the symmetry as follows: 

G n G. , where 
~ E I ~ 

O«Bi)O)' if di~ (H.) = 1. . ~ 
~ 

G. 
~ 

O(Bi)O' if di~. (Hi) ~ 2, 
~ 

and n( (g.) . E I) Ea (g. ~D.1H~) . . ~ ~ i E I ~ 
~ ~ 

'3.2. Note that fue set of canonical hypothesis in the sense of [2] 

(mean-value 0) is precisely those hypothesis which can be obtained by 

a direct sum of symmetries of type ~ and multiplicityfree symmetries. 
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